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In 2008, South Korea's IntroMedic Company published
MiroCam series products. The capsule endoscopes of this
series are 11mm in diameter and 24mm in length. With more
than 11 hours of working time, the entire small intestine can be
diagnosed more accurately.
With the development of science and technology in the
past decade, medical devices are developing towards
miniaturization, intelligence and non-invasive examination,
which has also become an important field of medicine.
Compared with the traditional endoscope, the capsule robot is
small in size[1]. It can directly enter the gastrointestinal system
through swallowing and discharge after excretion, thus causing
less harm to the body[2]. Secondly, the capsule robot can
shorten and simplify the examination and treatment process,
and reduce the impact on life, so it is more adaptable[4]; The
most important point is that the capsule can go deep into the
small intestine, which is usually the dead area of the wired
endoscope[3]. The tiny camera module carried by the capsule
can collect multi-angle and comprehensive images of the
intestinal tract tissues, accurately determine the location of the
lesions, and provide theoretical support for the later treatment.
Finally, the capsule robot is disposable, easy to operate, and
can control cross-infection and human resource investment[5].
Since 2000, medical teams around the world have
developed medical capsule endoscopy systems that eliminate
pain and other problems associated with traditional medical
endoscopes[6]. But capsule endoscopes on the market today
rely mainly on gastrointestinal motility[7]. It does not actively
inspect a location on request. As a result, many researchers are
working on micro-tube capsule robots that can move actively
[8]. Some capsule endoscope robots have legs, they are
powered by magnetic fields or small batteries and move like
insects[9]. Other researchers have proposed squirming capsule
robots that, like caterpillars, move by contracting their bodies.
They are pneumatic or magnetic[10]. As they crawl, the
capsules come in direct contact with the lining of the gut,
which can easily damage the lining and cause pain and
discomfort.
Because the gut is a fluid environment, many researchers
have begun to study animals that live in water, and see how
they swim in fluid environment[11]. A number of researchers
have developed swimming robots similar to fish and tadpoles.
These swimming robots are flexible, but they need a big space
to turn around and move backwards[12]. The small diameter
of the intestines and blood vessels in the human body makes it
difficult for the robot to turn.

Abstract –A novel micro in-pipe robot with a propeller is
proposed in this paper, it is a robot that can actively move. The
dynamic model of the robot in the liquid pipeline is established,
and the computational fluid dynamics method is used to solve the
influence of some parameters on the robotic performance. By the
simulation of different propellers in liquid, the optimal
parameters are obtained. According to the working principle of
the propeller, a propeller driving device is designed and
fabricated, and the running experiment in the pipeline full of
water verifies the feasibility of the proposed robot.
Index Terms - Propeller; Computational fluid dynamics;
Liquid simulation;

I. INTRODUCTION
There are many pipelines in the human body, which are
filled with liquid, such as blood vessels, gastrointestinal tracts,
etc. With the increasing gastrointestinal diseases and high cost
of diseases, the MEMS (Micro Electro Mechanical System)
technology has been developed from traditional pipeline
robots to micro-sized medical robot. The development of
medical robots has opened the way for the non-invasive
diagnosis of gastrointestinal diseases throughout the human
body[16]. In fact, tiny medical robots are expected to become
widely used diagnostic devices, because they combine
diagnostic and therapeutic functions. The market analysis for
capsule robotics predicts a compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) of 6.9% over the 2012-2019 period. As specific
applications are involved, the following two categories have
been defined: capsules for endoscopy (screening) and for
patient monitoring of drug delivery (diagnosis and treatment).
However, only the endoscope capsules have been
commercialized.It has been shown from clinical studies,
capsule endoscopes can provide a more cost-effective solution
with the same performance as wired endoscopes.
In 2001, Israel's Given Image Medical Technologies
developed and marketed an M2A capsule robot, the first
commercially available endoscope product on the
market.Measuring 11mm in diameter and 26mm in length, the
capsule incorporates CMOS image sensors, dedicated wireless
communication modules, LED lighting and batteries[17].The
capsule is easy to swallow and the outside world can see what's
going on inside the small intestine. It lasts for only 8 hours.
The company then published PillCam ESO, a capsule for
esophageal detection, PillCam COLON for colon detection,
and PillCam PATENCY to verify whether the gastrointestinal
tract is sufficiently healthy[18].
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In this paper, a novel robot with a propeller was
proposed[13]. The propeller is also called sleeve propeller
which is added an annular sleeve to the periphery of the
propeller[14]. Because it can improve the efficiency of heavyduty propellers, it is first widely used on ships with heavy
propeller loads (such as tugboats, pushers and trawlers). In the
past ten years[15],ships have become larger and more
powerful, resulting in increased propeller loads. It has been
proved that the use of propellers on such ships can not only
improve propulsion efficiency, but also help reduce vibration.

III. DYNAMIC EQUATIONS AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The mechanism of the robot movement used in this
research is to generate thrust by the propeller rotating in the
liquid to promote the movement of the robot. Therefore, the
design of the propeller structure greatly affects the movement
characteristics of the entire robot.

II. STRUCTURAL DESIGN
The structure of the capsule robot with a propeller is
shown in Figure 2. The shooting module 1 is fixed on the front
of the robot, and the shooting module 1 is covered by
transparent glass, so as to ensure the clarity of the shooting
content. The communication and battery module 2 is placed in
the main compartment of the capsule. This cabin is large
enough to leave some space for medications and biopsy
devices to treat the intestines. The part 3 is a partition plate to
separate the main compartment and the power module. The
power module of this capsule robot is driven by the radially
magnetized permanent magnet 4. which can rotate in a
magnetic field generated by a three-axis Hertz coil. The back
cover 6, the sheet 5 and the permanent magnet 4 are passed
through by a thin rod 7 which is embedded in the partition
plate 3. The thin rod is fixed in the propeller 8, the permanent
magnet 4 and the sheet 5 with glue. But the thin rod 7 can be
rotated in 3 and the back cover 6. The small spacer 5 is used to
prevent the head of the thin rod from falling out of the groove
in the separator 3. With the rotation of the permanent magnet,
the thin rod 7 and the propeller 8 will rotate together. When
the robot moves forward, the propeller will generate forward
thrust. The head of the thin rod punishes the groove of the
partition plate 3 so that the propeller can push the capsule
robot move forward. Similarly, when the capsule robot moves
backwards, it only needs to change the direction of the current
passing through the three-axis Helm coil, and the propeller
will generate a pulling force in the opposite direction. At this
time, the thin rod can pull the capsule robot to move
backwards. The small spacer 5 can prevent the thin rod from
being pulled out of the capsule body. Therefore, during the
movement of the capsule robot, the capsule body is actually
pulled or pushed to move. It does not rotate continuously
during the movement like a threaded capsule robot. Thus, it
can avoid to capture blurry images by the camera module
during the movement.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 2 Structural diagram of an in-pipe micro-robot driven by a propeller

A. Mechanical model of propeller
The propeller generally relies on dialing water backwards
to generate forward thrust, and the water flow is affected by
the propeller to obtain an additional speed (commonly referred
to as induced speed) opposite to the thrust direction.
Obviously, the force of the propeller is closely related to the
flow of water. Therefore, we can apply the momentum
theorem in fluid mechanics to study the flow pattern formed by
the propeller to obtain its hydrodynamic performance. To keep
things simple, assume:
1) A propeller is a disk whose axial dimension is close to
zero, and water can pass freely. This disk can pull water
backwards, which is called an agitating disk (with the function
of absorbing external power and pushing water backwards).
2) Water velocity and pressure are evenly distributed on
the surface of the disc.
3) Water is an ideal fluid and it can’t be compressed.
The propeller theory based on these assumptions is called
ideal propeller theory. It can be used for propellers, paddle
wheels, water-jet propellers, etc. The only difference is that the
method of taking water flow sections in the propeller area is
different. For example, for a propeller, the water flow section
is a disk surface, and for a paddle wheel, the water flow
section is a submerged surface of a paddle board.

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of in-pipe micro-robot driven by propeller
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B. Propeller thrust and induced speed
Based on the above analysis, the relationship between the
thrust generated by the propeller and the speed of the water
flow can be further determined. The momentum theorem can
be used to find the thrust of the propeller. The mass of fluid
flowing through the propeller disk surface (area A0) per unit
time is m = ρ A0 (VA + ua1 ) ,The momentum flowing in from

VA is supposed as the speed of propeller in an infinite
stationary fluid. In order to obtain a stable flow pattern, we
apply the principle of motion conversion, that is, the propeller
is considered to be fixed, and the water flows from the front to
the propeller (agitating disk) at a speed of VA .A flow tube
surrounding a propeller is shown in Figure 3. Due to the action
of the propeller, the velocity of the water mass point in the
flow tube is different from that outside the flow tube, and the
speed and pressure of the water flow outside the flow tube are
equal, both VA and p0 so the boundaries ABC and A1 B1C1 of
,
the flow tube are the interface. The axial velocity and pressure
distribution of the water flow in the flow tube are shown in
Fig3 (a), the pressure at the far front (section AA1 ) of the
propeller is p0 and the flow velocity is VA .The closer to the
disc surface, the greater the speed of the water flow and the
pressure drop due to the suction effect of the propeller. When
the disk surface (section BB1 ) is immediately in front, the
velocity of the water flow is VA + ua1 and the pressure drop is
p1 .When the water flow across the disk, the pressure suddenly
increases to p1 (this sudden change in pressure is caused by
the action of the propeller), while the speed of the water flow
continues to change continuously. After the water leaves the
disk, the speed will continue to increase and the pressure will
decrease. To the far back of the propeller (section CC1 ), the
speed will reach a maximum of VA + ua and the pressure will
return to p0
.
The distribution of water velocity and pressure in the
flow tube are shown in Figures 3 (b) and(c) respectively. The
increase of the axial velocity of the water flow in the flow
tube causes the cross section of the flow tube to shrink, and
the pressure difference between the inside and outside of the
flow tube is supported by the curvature of its boundary
surface. Since the propeller is assumed to move in infinitely
deep and wide fluid, the pressure and water velocity at infinity
at both ends outside the flow tube can be regarded as constant.

the section AA1 in the far front of the flow tube is

ρ A0 (VA + ua1 )VA , and the momentum flowing out of the

section CC1 in the far rear is ρ A0 (VA + ua1 )(VA + ua ) .
Therefore, the value of the momentum gained by the water
flow in a unit time is:

ρ A0 (VA + ua1 )(VA + ua ) − ρ A0 (VA + ua1 )VA = ρ A0 (VA + ua1 ) ua
(1)
According to the momentum theorem, the force acting on
a fluid is equal to the increment of the fluid's momentum per
unit time. The reaction force of the fluid is the thrust, so the
thrust Ti generated by the propeller is:

Ti = m ua = ρ A0 (VA + ua1 ) ua

(2)

In the above formulas, ρ is the density of the fluid.
In order to find the relationship between the speed increase
ua1 at the disk surface and the speed increase ua at infinity
rear, the Bernoulli equation is applied in front of the propeller
disk and behind the disk surface. There are the following
relations in front of and close to the disk surface:

1
1
2
p0 + ρVA2 = p1 + ρ (VA + ua1 )
2
2
1
1
2
p1 = p0 + ρVA2 − ρ (VA + ua1 )
2
2
(3)
And far behind and close to the disk:

1
1
2
2
p0 + ρ (VA + ua ) = p1' + ρ (VA + ua1 )
2
2
1
1
2
2
p1' = p0 + ρ (VA + ua ) − ρ (VA + ua1 )
2
2

(a)

(4)

The pressure difference p1' − p1 in front of and behind the
disk forms the thrust of the thruster, which can be obtained
from the formulas (2) and (3):

(b)

1 

p1' − p1 = ρ  VA + ua  ua
2 


(5)

The disk area of the propeller is A0 , another expression
of the thrust Ti produced by the propeller is:

(c)
Fig. 3 distribution of water velocity and pressure in a flow tube
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1 

Ti = p1' − p1 A0 = ρ A0  VA + ua  ua
2 


(

)

(6)

By comparing (1) with (5), what will be concluded is:

1
ua1 = ua
2

(7)

It can be known from the above formula that the speed
increase at the ideal propeller disk surface is half of the total
increase. The increase in water velocity ua1 and ua is called the
axial induced velocity. It can be seen from (1) or (5) that the
greater the axial induction speed, the greater the thrust
generated by the propeller.

Fig. 6 Velocity and pressure simulation diagram with a catheter length of
15mm

C. Effect of Duct Length on Hydrodynamics of Propeller
The performance of the duct propeller is determined by
the parameters of the duct, such as the length of the duct, and
so on. It will be analyzed from Hydrodynamic performance
and fluid simulation.
As is shown in Fig.4, the three catheters have the same
diameter. And the outer sides of the catheters are smooth. The
lengths of these three catheters are 13mm, 15mm, and 17mm.
The speed of the propeller is 300 r / min, the density of the
fluid is 1000 kg / m3, and the viscosity of the liquid is 1 Pa s.
As shown in Fig. 5-7, they are speed and pressure simulation
of propellers with duct lengths of 13mm, 15mm, and 17mm,
respectively. These simulation diagrams are obtained by the
fluid simulation function of Ansys software.

Fig. 7 Velocity and pressure simulation diagram with a catheter length of
17mm

As is shown in Fig.5 to Fig.7, they are simulation
diagrams of speed and pressure about the three propellers.
What can be observed is that the propeller speed is very high,
which can basically satisfy our experimental requirements.
Comparing the three sets of speed simulation diagrams, in the
range of 0.1-0.16 of propeller speed, the lateral span of Fig. 5
is longest. The greater the speed of the flow behind the
paddle, the longer the span of the high-speed flow, its power
is stronger. By comparing the three sets of pressure simulation
diagrams, it can be found that the pressure in the blade pot of
the propeller blade in Figure 5 is greater, indicating that the
reaction force of the water flow to the propeller is also greater.
Therefore, it can be concluded that a propeller with a length of
13mm is more powerful, and choosing a shorter tube is also
very important to save space, so we will choose a 13mm
length for the next experiment.

Fig. 4 Three catheters with a length of 13mm, 15mm, 17mm

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A.

Experimental set up

In this study, the experimental platform for a wireless
micro-pipeline capsule robotic system driven by a three-axis
Helmholtz coil is set up. This experimental platform includes a
three-axis Helmholtz coil that can generate a rotating magnetic
field, as described in detail above. The three-phase AC power
supply PCR3000LE2 driving this coil, the main-end PC and
operating handle for wireless control, and a peristaltic pump
that can simulate the human digestive tract environment. When
alternating current is applied, the rotating magnetic field
generated by the three-axis Helmholtz coil can rotate the
radially magnetized magnet. When alternating current is
applied, the rotating magnetic field generated by the three-axis
Helmholtz coil can rotate the radially magnetized magnet.

Fig. 5 Velocity and pressure simulation diagram with a catheter length of
13mm
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Fig. 11 the relationship between the frequency of the current signal and the
average speed of the capsule robot moving backward in the axial direction

It can be concluded that the capsule robot designed in
this article can normally perform axial movement in a rotating
magnetic field. When it moves forward and backward, its
starting frequency is about 5Hz. The starting frequency is the
current frequency when the propeller can rotate and produce
axial displacement. It should be noted that the propeller may
already be able to generate rotational motion at the frequency
before its starting frequency, but its axial displacement is
basically undetectable due to the frictional resistance with the
pipe wall and water flow resistance. These frequencies can’t
be used as working frequency of the robot. The axial speed of
the robot in the forward and backward almost drops to 0 when
the current frequency is about 20 Hz, and we set the frequency
at this time as the cut-off frequency. It is not the same as the
situation before the start frequency. At the cut-off frequency,
the phenomenon that the magnet cannot rotate synchronously
with the external magnetic field is generated because the rate
of change of the magnetic field is too fast to provide the robot
with a stable magnetic torque. The capsule robot does not
perform any movement in the axial direction and the radial
direction. So only in its operating frequency, the average
movement speed of the capsule robot changes basically as the
frequency of the input alternating current signal increases.
In the range of 6-8Hz, whether it is forward or backward,
the average speed of the robot's axial movement has a
relatively obvious downward trend. Subsequently, as the
frequency increases, the robot's speed gradually increases.
When the propeller rotates with the copper rod, the thin rod
pushes or pulls the robot to move. However, when the
propeller rotates at a certain frequency, as the thrust of the thin
rod increases, the friction force between the thin rod and the
robot becomes larger, causing the robot to rotate, thereby
reducing the speed of the propeller and the thrust. When the
rotation frequency of the propeller is increased to a certain
value, the robot can no longer follow the propeller due to the
excessive speed of the thin rod.

Fig. 8 The picture of test Platform

Fig. 9 The diagram of experimental process

Since the peristalsis of the human intestinal tract is a
fixed direction, this experiment proved the movement of the
capsule robot into the forward and backward motions in the
pipeline that passes into the water flow. The flow direction of
the water flow can be manually changed through the panel
interface of the peristaltic pump.

B.

Experimental results and analysis

Evaluation and analysis of the capsule robot's axial
motion characteristics. The relationship between the frequency
of the alternating current signal input to the Helmholtz coil and
the average moving speed of the capsule robot as it advances
in the water pipe is shown in Fig10. The relationship between
the frequency of the current signal and the average moving
speed of the capsule robot when retreating is shown in Fig11.

V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed a novel micro in-pipe capsule robot,
which has a propeller. We found that its power is strong, and
the outer tube can prevent the skin from being damaged by the
propeller. Unlike previous threaded capsule robots, during the
capsule robot's movement, the capsule body is actually pulled

Fig. 10 the relationship between the frequency of the current signal and the
average speed of the capsule robot moving forward in the axial direction
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or pushed. It does not rotate continuously during the
movement like a threaded capsule robot. Thus, the camera
module can capture more clear images during the movement.
For future work, it’s important to pay attention to the
function of the capsule robot. Such as drug administration,
biopsy and other tasks.
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